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In this month's newsletter, we further explore not only the importance of data but the quality thereof and how growing businesses are

increasing their scope of digital transformation efforts to improve visibility, speed, and insight. Two articles are dedicated to this subject

matter and make for interesting reading.

As a company, we pride ourselves on partnering with our clients from the very beginning to gain a full understanding of their business

processes whilst sharing our expertise and remaining with them as they grow. Adding value to our clients' businesses is of utmost

importance which is why we nurture a customer centric and team enabled culture.

Sharing our clients' success stories around how SAP Business One from 4most has added value to their business has been a keen focus

of ours. Bumbo International is one such client who has recently shared their success story and is featured in this newsletter.

Should you wish to share your story on how SAP Business One from 4most has added value to your business, please let us know.

What's in store for you in this month's newsletter:

1. Bridge The Trust Gap In Your Business Data Once And For All

2. Finance Sets A Foundation Of Intelligent Transformation For Growing Businesses

3. Bumbo International Success Story:  Bumbo International reinvests in SAP Business One as technology of choice

4. SAP Business One Certification Training offered by 4most.

Bridge The Trust Gap In Your Business

Data Once And For All

While companies are awash in business data, turning that data into

meaningful insight remains a major challenge. Critical business

data is often siloed off in remote systems. To make it useful to the

business, data often has to be duplicated into a business-reporting

system, which creates new opportunities for data errors and

latency. This is especially true for transaction data that often must

be processed through a separate reporting system for analysis.

By Pam Barrowcliffe. Courtesy of SAP Digitalist Magazine.

Finance Sets A Foundation Of Intelligent

Transformation For Growing Businesses

The pace of technology innovation is undeniably moving faster,

growing more intelligent, and becoming inescapable. With each

advancement, midsize companies are expanding the scope of their

digital transformation efforts – from integrating technology into their

business to fundamentally changing their workplace culture,

organizational operation, and customer experiences.

By Neil Krefsky. Courtesy of SAP Digitalist Magazine.



Bumbo International reinvests in SAP

Business One as technology of choice

Internationally renowned manufacturer and supplier of infant and

toddler products chooses SAP Business One from 4most, again,

for greater controls and a deeper view of its expanding business.

Completely satisfied with its original choice of solution and vendor,

the last while has seen Bumbo International working closely with

4most to truly maximise all of SAP Business One’s potential and

business benefits. “The major objective has been to allow us to drill

down even deeper into every aspect of the business, thereby

taking our investment in SAP Business One, and our business, to

the next level,” adds De Wet.

4most Systems provides world-class, individually tailored and innovative business solutions for small, medium and large enterprises across industries and

sectors. Established as an SAP Partner in 2004, we deliver ERP solutions utilising SAP Business One at the core. With offices in South Africa, Botswana and

Namibia as well as a growing economic footprint in the DRC, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi and Tanzania, the company has a strong base, being the first and only

partner to establish all-round SAP competency, offering over 30 years of experience and skills.


